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 'Dawn is a comic apocalypse that has come to maul the becalmed '70s ... Romero weaves a wildly 
fantastic morality tale against a seductive canvas of American materialism..."  

Tom Allen, Village Voice 

'An ultimate horror 
film! A savagely 
satanic vision of 
America."  

Roger Ebert, Chicago Sun 
Times 

"George Romero's 'Dawn of the Dead' is 
without any doubt the most horrific, brutal, 
nightmarish descent into Hell (literally) ever put 
on the screen, and its power can be gauged by 
the peals of maniacal laughter bursting forth 
from many of us who survived the movie's first 
few moments. The film gave me nightmares so 
severe that I awoke afraid to return to sleep; its 
frames are burned forever on my consciousness 
in an indelible way ...  

"If you like horror 
movies, this is for 
you! 'Dawn of the 
Dead' make 'The 
Exorcist' look like 
'Gidget Stubs Her 
Toe.’” 

Joel Siegel, WABC-TV "For blood, guts and 
chuckles, most horror 
fans will undoubtedly 
find 'Dawn of the Dead' 
finger-lickin' good."  

David Ansen, Newsweek  

"Although it was made 
on a shoestring, the 
sheer horror of 'Dawn' 
places it on a par with 
the 9 million dollar 
'Alien.'"  

Rona Barrett, ABC Network  

C. W. Smith, Dallas Times Herald  

"Dawn is one of the 
most genuinely 
original American 
movies of this or 
other Year."  

Kevin Thomas, L.A. Times  

"Constantly shifting 
between suspense and 
comedy, shock and 
satire, George 
Romero's 'Dawn of the 
Dead' is an awesome 
display of virtuosity .. 
.In many respects it 
resembles a black 
comedy, like 
'Cul-de-Sac' or 
'Clockwork Orange.'"  

Noel Carroll, SDHD News  

'''Dawn of the Dead' 
will curl your  
toes ... Romero is an 
audacious, stunningly 
talented film maker."  
Bruce Williamson, Playboy 

Magazine  

HERBERT R. STEINMANN & BILLY BAXTER PRESENT A LAUREL GROUP PRODUCTION  
In Association with CLAUDIO ARGENTO & ALFREDO CUOMO  

Starring: DAVID EMGE KEN FOREE SCOTT H. REINIGER GAYLEN ROSS  
Director of Photography: MICHAEL GORNICK Music By: THE GOBLINS with DARIO ARGENTO  

Produced By: RICHARD P. RUBINSTEIN Written and Directed By: GEORGE A. ROMERO  

$ 14,639,024 
First 15 Weeks in Release  
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Following an ever-growing epidemic of former human beings that have risen from the dead to 
consume the living, two Philadelphia SWAT team members, a traffic reporter, and his 
girlfriend seek refuge in a suburban shopping mall. 
 
I first saw DAWN OF THE DEAD at the ripe old age of 13 whilst working at the local video store 
stacking shelves back in Birmingham, England. I took it home one night fully unprepared what 
was going to happen to my mind and my life.  
 
Through a savagely worn VHS haze, I was sucked full force into George A. Romero’s terrifying 
universe, a brutally violent minefield of death and nihilism; a place where even S.W.A.T. 
recognize death is the only escape.   
 
As is the case for so many of us, DAWN OF THE DEAD changed everything: even watching the 
most barbarically censored, grainy copy of Romero’s living nightmare I was completely 
transfixed and my love of horror irrevocably solidified. In many regards, DAWN is why Beyond 
Fest exists: it set a course, not just for us, but for the audience who give the fest life and the 
filmmakers who share their films. Scroll forward a few decades from where it first crashed 
our consciousness and here we are: where it all began – only this time it’s very different.  
 
This is the original, unrated 1979 US Theatrical release version of DAWN OF THE DEAD which 
has been lovingly and meticulously adapted to a 3-D format under the frame by frame 
supervision of DAWN’S original producer, Richard P. Rubinstein (*Mr. Rubinstein notes that if 
fans don’t go for the 3D, sole responsibility should rest with him as Romero’s original editing 
remains untouched).  
 
Not only is this the first time this version has screened in the US, and only the second time in 
the world, it is also the first time laser 3-D has been projected at the famed Egyptian Theatre 
in its 94 year history. Like Romero’s singular vision, this will never happen again. 
 
Christian Parkes 

 
Special Thanks to Richard P. Rubinstein 
New Amsterdam Entertainment, Inc. 
D-Next Media 
 

Guest: Producer Richard P Rubinstein 
 
 
 
 

SOURCE: http://beyondfest.com/?portfolio=dawn-of-the-dead-3d 
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BEYOND FEST Premiered DAWN OF THE DEAD 3-D…       
And We Were There! 
By Rob Galluzzo 
October 12, 2016  
 
Back in 2008, it was announced that producer Richard Rubinstein was in the early 
stages of converting George A. Romero’s zombie masterpiece DAWN OF THE DEAD into 
a 3D version. At the time, he had teamed with a Korea-based company called Dnext 
Media, Inc to test out several minutes of footage to see what it would look like, and 
surprisingly, because of the way Romero had composed all his shots, the film very 
openly lent itself to the 3D format. The project continued and we heard very little 
about it except for a report from Comic-Con back in 2013 that stated it was “close to 
competition.” Then, again… silence. 
 
I was just wondering aloud on a recent episode of the Shock Waves podcast what ever 
happened to DAWN OF THE DEAD 3D? And as if by fate, the very next day, Beyond Fest 
in Los Angeles announced that it would premiere this version as part of their 2016 
line-up. 
 

 
 
DAWN OF THE DEAD, as a piece of horror cinema, is a lot of things. Quintessential 
zombie movie. Superior sequel. Unrated horror that pushed the limits of what could 
be shown on screen. Brilliant satire on consumerism. And above all else, it’s just a 
great movie. So, does it need to be in 3D? 
 
Rubinstein took the stage to intro the film for its U.S. premiere at the Egyptian 
Theater on Saturday, October 8th to a packed house and explained the long journey to 
get to this screening. He wanted to make clear that nothing about the film had been 
altered editing-wise. This was still the original theatrical version, but now converted 



 
 

from start to finish in 3D. And he went on to credit George for making such a long-
lasting piece of pure cinema. The lights went down, and off we went. 
 

 
 Photo by: Robert Parigi 

 
I had never had the opportunity to see DAWN OF THE DEAD on the big-screen, so this 
was a thrill, regardless of which dimension it was screening in! Because Rubinstein 
owns the rights, it’s been a rather difficult (ie: expensive) movie to license for 
theatrical exhibition. Hence, I can’t recall a single instant where it played at a revival 
house, making this screening a bit more special than usual. We all have our favorite 
Romero movies, but I hold the first 4 in his DEAD series; consisting of NIGHT, DAWN, 
DAY and LAND, in extremely high regard. (DAY being my personal favorite and in my 
opinion, what THE WALKING DEAD completely modeled itself after.) 
 
But this is DAWN OF THE DEAD! On the big-screen! In 3D, no less! And it did not 
disappoint. The story picks up sometime shortly after NIGHT OF THE LIVING DEAD 
where the corpses of the recently deceased are coming back to life and feeding on 
human victims. The opening begins in a news room with a heated debate about what’s 
going on in the world, and Stephen (David Emge), a helicopter pilot, pops by the 
studio and alerts his girlfriend Francine (Gaylen Ross) that they need to fly the hell 
out of there and look for someplace safe to retire to. Stephen’s friend Roger (Scott 
Reiniger) joins them with Peter (Ken Foree) and they eventually seek refuge in a 
shopping mall, something that was a fairly new thing back in ’78.From there, they 
realize that if they can secure the entrances and clear the zombies out, they could 
conceivably live there for a while. Here’s where a lot of the fun aspects come in. Both 
Roger and Peter are S.W.A.T. team members, and have a military background. As a 
kid, I recall my friends & I teaming up with their younger brothers to play “Dawn Of 
The Dead.” It’d be a scenario where their place doubled for the mall, and we’d run 
around, hiding behind furniture and pretend to kill zombies. Yes, we used to play this 
in real life before it became the basis of every first-person video game! 
 
What I just described is what made DAWN stand out. The characters were great and 
relatable, and we wanted to pretend to be them if we ever found ourselves in the 



 
 

zombie apocalypse scenario. Francine is pregnant, so there’s the moral conflict if 
they should continue with the pregnancy considering what’s going on in the world. 
(Hey, remember that from THE WALKING DEAD comics and season 1?) And as always, 
there’s a group of bandits that notice them in the mall that are hell bent on taking it, 
because as is often the case, the actual human threats are usually far more horrific 
than the “monsters.” If ever there was a movie that wrote the rule book for zombie 
stories, it’s DAWN OF THE DEAD. 
 

 
 

Regarding the 3D, it primarily adds depth to most the shots. Considering it wasn’t 
shot with the intention of that format, it surprisingly works well. Yes, of course there 
are a few key gimmick shots of things coming at the camera and into the audience. 
That first head explosion during the raid on the apartment complex in the opening 
literally flies at you, but if you blink you’ll miss it! Peter playing tennis on the rooftop 
is another example. Or the glass from the truck window exploded towards you in the 
sequence where Peter and Roger move the trucks to block the entrances in the mall. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A good portion of the trademark distinguishable zombies and key set-pieces, as well 
as quotable lines drew cheers and applause from the audience, but really, it wasn’t 
because of the 3D. It’s because of how damned good the movie is and how well it 
plays with an audience on the big screen. I’m sad I’d never seen it this way up until 
now! 
 



 
 

After the screening, there was a brief Q & A about the movie, but we still didn’t get 
any sort of confirmation of what Rubinstein plans to do with this 3D conversation. He 
hinted that there is a company that does stellar work with Blu-Ray “collector’s 
editions” that is interested in putting it out, but he wants to aim for a theatrical 
release. Not too surprising considering the Deadline report from 2013 claimed this 
conversion cost somewhere in the $6 million (!) dollar range, which is unbelievable 
considering the original budget was $685,000. 
 

 
 

I wonder if modern audiences would care to see DAWN this way? Keep in mind, this 
process began 8 or 9 years ago! Before THE WALKING DEAD was even was on the air! 
Before WORLD WAR Z came out in 3D from Paramount! Is there room or interest in a 
theatrical re-release of a 1979 zombie epic that basically started it all? There’s 
definitely a market for it on home video, Theatrical remains to be seen. Bottom line 
it’s still a great movie, and it’s cool that this version exists. 
 



Mlk~ey Elms 

15'·1l.: od 

One of the best 3D mms r've ever seen~ Phenomenal job~ lfs ~~ ke ttl e film 
was made for 30~ I ca n"t watt for a 3D blu-ray' 

~~~71 

theartofhorror 

::o~R 17S7H 7AI~ 

theartofhorror Dawn of the Dead in 3D last 
night was an amazing experience. I've 
never seen it look or sound better and the 
blood literally explodes in your face. If 
there's one movie that would inspire me to 
get a 3DTV it wou ld be this one. Seriously. 

• ® #dawnofthedead #dawnofthedead3d 
#beyond fest 

aprilshowersburlesque Sweet! You went 
theartofhorror @aprilshowersburlesque it 
was great ~ that all night horrorthon 
must've been wild! 

le~dos Where the fuck did u get to see 
dawn ofthe dead in 3d?? 

evan hi mel 
Egyptian Theatre 

18AI?l 

evanhimel U.S. Premiere of "Dawn of the 
Dead" in 3D. Looked amazing! 
1/dawnofthedead #dawnofthedead3d 
jcarbonara66 I'm not a fan of 3D but great 
movie! 

evanhimel .§;jcarbonara66 Irs hit or miss 
for me, but surprisingly, Dawn was 
awesome in 3D. They did a g reat job of 
converting It, and in some Instances, there 
were shots that made it even seem they 
always intended it to be 3D. Blown a'vvay. 
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i~ morgan_chan 
~ Egyptian Theatre 

morgan_chan Believe it or not, I saw the 
original Dawn of the Dead last night forth 
first time ever. On the big screen. In 30. 
With a sold out audience of 600 t- people. It 
was pretty cool actually. I've alvvay:s liked 
Zack Sn der's remake but after seeing this 
one, both versions are great in their own 
unique ways. 
#dawnofthedead #beyondfest 
1/egyptiantheatre #egyptiantheater 
#dawnofthedead3d 1/georgearomero 
ashleej1 Love it! 

.-, blacksheeparts 
W Egyptian Theatre 

~O~B. 307H 

blacksheeparts Congratulations to 
#RichardPRubinstem on his 
#DawnOfTheDead3D! The #3D was 
perfect i looked and sounded amazing. I 
hope it gets a wide release. 

' ftBeyondFest #BeyondFest2016 
#BeyondFestival JIEgyptian Theatre 

jfreakzach 

jfreakzach So fuckin s toked for my 1st 
#beyondfest tonight! #dawnofthedead3d 
_ rhidicu lous_ Both were awesome! 

jfreakzach @ rhidiculous_ was an amazing 
night!! 
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